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AMERICAN MICRO-ATELIER COME ON WORLD ANNOUNCES NEW RESORT COLLECTION

The Gender Inclusive Prêt-à-Couture brand’s latest collection proposes a new reading
of elegance focused on fun.

Miami, Florida, June 17 – The new prêt-à-couture label COME ON WORLD, inspired by punk
culture and surrealism, launches its resort collection “Non c’é rosa senza spina” this month,
proposing clothing options for people of all lifestyles including jackets, dresses, skirts, shirts,
and robes. Inspired by la festa senza fine, the endless party, the collection serves as a wearable tour 
of Italy’s different flora and most lush lands. The collection’s Italian name translates to “There is no 
rose without thorns” and the mood evokes aromas of the Italian flora and quintessential grapes for 
which with garments are named. Through the designs and fabrications chosen by COME ON 
WORLD, the wearer is transported to the most idyllic and romantic Italian towns where sunsets
 meet the ocean and time stands still. 

The rich history of elegance, humor and drama that Italy epitomizes is the spirit and mood of
the “Non c’é rosa senza spina” collection. Abundant banquets and Italian villas serve as the backdrop 
for the campaign’s protagonist: a woman who owns her femininity with power, enjoying the bounties 
of her life. She chooses exactly who and what she wants from this world that is fully hers to inhabit. 
The COME ON WORLD woman wants it all! She views life as a never- ending celebration, full of every 
emotion: happiness, pain, melancholy, sadness, and joy. She has experienced it all and come 
through stronger, triumphant, and loving life.

Referred to by critics as one of “the most theatrical and whimsical of the season”, this collection by 
COME ON WORLD consists of pieces that can each be incorporated seamlessly into the wearer’s 
existing wardrobe. The average price point for a piece is $600. One of the most luxurious looks, The 
Greco Shirt and matching Skirt, both fabricated in yellow 100% silk, retail at $1200 for the set. Other 
standouts in the collection include the 100% silk Muscalese Dress and the silk chiffon Trebbiano 
Shirt. All the pieces create an elevated resort look, perfect to take you from soaking in magic hour
 to sipping aperitifs by the water in the evening. 

The collection will be available exclusively at comeonworld.com.
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ABOUT

Come On World is a genderless, timeless and versatile prêt-à-couture clothing brand inspired by 
punk culture and surrealism. The brainchild of Argentine photographer Florencia Macri, Come On 
was established in 2019 with pieces that are classic and defiant, incorporating old tailoring 
traditions with a modern twist, perfect for those seeking a different experience. The brand’s 
mission is to create timeless clothing with premium fabrics in limited quantities and to erase 
boundaries of the why, how, and where to wear each piece. Come On aims to create honest and 
transparent production lines by giving work to independent seamstresses and tailors.

Follow on instagram: instagram.com/comeonworld.ig


